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US Navy looking into ‘sway problems’ of littoral combat ship minehunting 
sonars 

 

Lockheed Martin's remote multi-mission vehicle (RMMV) and the Raytheon AN/AQS-20 mine hunting sonar are brought 
aboard the littoral combat ship USS Independence (LCS 2) during a test in 2012. Photo: US Navy 

The U.S. Navy said that it has improved its ability to track down mines after completing a series of sonar tests at 
Carderock’s David Taylor Model Basin in Bethesda, Maryland. The navy’s unmanned maritime systems program office 
along with Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Carderock Division tested the AN/AQS-20A Variable Depth Sonar 
(VDS), the minehunting sonar for the Navy’s Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) program that provides detection and 
classification of mines through imaging sonars, signal processing and computer algorithms. 

Previously collected data indicated that the AN/AQS-20A, when towed, exhibited an off-center bias, or “sway,” when 
compared to its tow platform. That sway impacts the sonar’s target localization capability, i.e. its ability to determine 
the position of mine-like objects detected in the water or on the sea floor. “Testing at Carderock’s impressive basin 
was part of the Navy’s proactive approach to identify the root cause of this occurrence,” said Capt Bill Guarini, PMS 
406 program manager. “This new data will help us deliver improved mine-hunting capability to our sailors.” 

Led by NSWC Carderock with personnel support from the Navy’s unmanned maritime systems program office, NSWC 
Panama City division and an industry partner, the testing investigated the hydrodynamic behavior exhibited by the 
AN/AQS-20A VDS when towed by various surface and semi-submersible vehicles. 

Data collected from the tests will help determine the root cause of the sway phenomena and improve the sonar’s 
detection algorithms. Based on the findings, recommendations for corrective action or further testing will be presented 
to the LCS program office and NAVSEA’s engineering directorate. Source : Naval Today 

This Navy-funded drone is at home in sea and sky 

The prototype is being developed by Rutgers University in New Jersey. 

We've all heard of amphibious cars, but what about amphibious drones? Researchers at Rutgers University took on the 
challenge of building an unmanned vehicle that can soar through the air and seamlessly transition to swim through the 
water. They call it the Naviator. Amphibious aircraft aren't a new concept. In fact, inventors have been playing with 
the idea since the 1930s, when Boris Ushakov, a student engineer at a Soviet military academy, proposed a three-
engine floatplane that could flood its fuselage to sink beneath the water and torpedo its enemies when they got close. 
The project was scrapped before it was ever built.  



 

 

A prototype of Rutgers University's amphibious drone being tested in a pool. Photo : Rutgers University 

Other attempts followed, including a flying submarine concept masterminded by Donald Reid in 1962. Like Ushakov's 
aircraft, Reid's vehicle was a floatplane built using parts from other planes. Reid's flying submarine proved capable of 
diving approximately 3.5 meters but was unable to sustain long flights because of its enormous weight. Which leads us 
to the Naviator. The real challenge was building a craft that can function equally well in water and in the air and was 
able to transition repeatedly between the two, said Michael Benyo, who's in the engineering department at Rutgers 
University. 

“What we did was we decided we had two sets of propellers, the propellers above and the propellers below," he said. 
"There is a sensor that detects when the drone is in the water. It shuts off the upper propeller, and the lower propeller 
pulls it into the water seamlessly and smoothly." The Naviator amphibious drone uses two sets of propellers to help it 
transition from air to water. Once the drone is underwater, both sets of propellers kick back in but at a much slower 
speed. This allows the Naviator to run for as long as 24 hours in the water, compared to one hour of flight time. The 
drone is operated using radio waves and a regular drone controller, though this method of navigation becomes 
problematic as soon as it hits the water.  

"You really can’t communicate [with the drone] under water," Benyo said. "Radio signals just die, within a few meters. 
So you really can’t use normal radio communications. The normal controls just won’t work." There are limited ways to 
communicate under water using ultrasound, "and we’re in the process of refining that," he added. "But basically, you 
got to program it, set it free, and have it come back to you." Researchers must currently use a cable to communicate 
with the drone while it's submerged, as radio waves break down in water.  

So far, most of the funding for the Naviator has come from the U.S. Navy, which hopes to use the technology for 
search-and-rescue operations, locating underwater mines, and conducting at-sea fleet inspections. But the Naviator 
team also sees commercial applications, such as bridge inspections, data collection, and mapping. The team is 
currently working on a new design that will have a seven-foot wingspan and be able to carry payloads more than three 
pounds. Benyo predicts the Naviator will hit the commercial market less than a year. Source : IDG News Service 

EU NAVFOR: Somali Pirates Attack First Ship in Two and a Half Years 

Somali pirates launched their first attacked on a merchant vessel in more than two and a half years, the European 
Union’s counter piracy operation Naval Force Somalia (EU NAVFOR) has confirmed. The attack occurred Oct. 22 when 
a group of six armed pirates in a skiff chased and fired upon the UK-flagged chemical tanker CPO 
Korea approximately 330 nautical miles off the east coast of Somali.  EU NAVFOR confirmed the attack after a 
thorough investigation into the incident. 



 

The UK-flagged CPO Korea was built in 2009. Credit: EU NAVFOR 

“During the attack a number of shots were exchanged between the six armed men, who were in a fast-moving skiff, 
and the armed security team on board CPO Korea,” EU NAVFOR said in a statement. “The suspected pirates 
eventually broke away after CPO Korea’s crew successfully implemented self-protection measures by increasing 
speed, altering course and rigging fire hoses to thwart the attack.  CPO Korea was able to continue her transit in the 
Indian Ocean, with no casualties reported.” This is the first reported attack on a merchant vessel off the coast of 
Somalia since early 2014.  It comes after 26 hostages from fishing vessel, Naham 3, were released on 22 Oct after 
being held by Somali pirates for four and a half years. 

Pirate attacks in the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean surged in 2008 and by January 2011 over 700 hostages and 30 
vessels were being held by Somali pirates, according to EU NAVFOR. In recent years however piracy activity in 
the region has fallen to close to zero due to counter piracy naval patrols, shipboard security teams, and other self-
protection measures implemented by the shipping industry. Currently there are no vessels and sailors still being held 
captive.  Nevertheless, the threat of piracy in the region remains a concern. EU Naval Force (Somalia), Major General 
Rob Magowan CBE, has reiterated the need for continued vigilance at sea after this latest attack.  

“This attack shows that pirates still have the intent to attack ships for ransom and cause misery to seafarers and their 
families,” says Major General Magowan. “It is imperative that the international community remains vigilant.  The EU 
Naval Force is working with counter-piracy partners to coordinate efforts to ensure pirates do not once again terrorise 
the waters off the Somali coast.” The counter-piracy military operation EU NAVFOR Somalia, also known as Operation 
Atalanta, has been active sea off the Horn of Africa and in the Western Indian Ocean since 2008. The mandate for 
operation is currently runs to December 2016. 

The 52,000 dwt CPO Korea is managed by Germany’s Offen Tankers. “[We] would like to express our appreciation and 
thanks to the crew and security team for safeguarding the crew, vessel and the environment by defending this pirate 
attack in a very professional manner,” Offen Tankers said. “Despite the decreasing number of attacks in the region the 
imminent risk of Somalian piracy still exists and needs to be addressed accordingly by owners and charterers alike.” 
Source : gCaptain 

The US Navy is developing a glue that turns on and off electronically 

The U.S. Office of Naval Research (ONR) is funding development of a glue that does not collapse when soaked 
in water and can even be turned on and off with electricity. Dr. Bruce Lee, an assistant professor of biomedical 
engineering at Michigan Technological University, is using a protein produced by mussels to create reversible synthetic 
glue. Like barnacles, mussels attach to rocks, docks and ship hulls—a natural occurrence called biofouling. Mussels 
secrete a combination of natural liquid superglues and stretchy fibers, called byssal threads, that works equally well in 
saltwater and freshwater; can stick to both hard and soft surfaces; and is strong enough to withstand the roughest sea 
conditions. 



The secret behind mussels’ adhesive success is an amino acid called dihydroxyphenylalanine—DOPA, for short. A 
chemical relative of dopamine—the neurotransmitter that helps control the human brain’s pleasure and reward 
centers—DOPA is a critical ingredient in fastening the superglues and byssal threads to a location. It also enables 
mussel secretions to be both cohesive and adhesive—meaning they can adhere to themselves and other surfaces. 

Lee and his research team blended DOPA with polymers such as polyester and rubber to create a synthetic glue that 
holds together when wet. Laboratory tests demonstrated this material can attach to a variety of surfaces, including 
metal, plastic and even flesh and bone. 

“One very valuable quality of this synthetic glue is its versatility,” said Lee. “We can change the chemistry to make it as 
rigid or flexible as we need—while still maintaining its overall strength and durability.” The team is now trying to figure 
out how to use electrical currents to create a chemical “on-off” switch that temporarily changes DOPA molecules to 
make the synthetic adhesive sticky or non-sticky at will. So far, they’ve been able to accomplish this by tweaking the 
glue’s pH balance, but are still working to achieve this capability using electrical stimulation. 

“This work is novel in the sense that there is no smart adhesive out there that can perform underwater,” said Lee. 
“The chemistry that we can potentially incorporate into the adhesive, causing it to reversibly bond and de-bond, is 
quite new.” Lee envisions multiple uses for such a “smart glue”. It could bind underwater sensors and devices to the 
hulls of ships and submarines—or help unmanned vehicles dock along rocky coastlines or in remote locations. 

There are also possible medical applications for an adhesive that can bind and un-bind at will. It could lead to new 
kinds of bandages that will stay attached when someone sweats or gets wet, and make it less painful to remove a 
dressing. The smart glue may even be used one day to attach prosthetic limbs and biometric sensors or seal surgical 
wounds. For his adhesion efforts, Lee was named a 2016 winner within ONR’s Young Investigator Program, a 
prestigious grant awarded to scientists and engineers with exceptional promise for producing creative, state-of-the-art 
research that appears likely to advance naval capabilities. Source : Naval Today 

 

Last week the German Navy and the Koninklijke Marine have made a joint-exercise in the Waters and Beaches of 
Texel. The German SEEBATAILLON (amphibious part) will be part of the KORPS MARINIERS of the Dutch Navy until 
2018 as result of an agreement between German and Netherlands Defense Ministry. Source : Maasmond Clippings 

Agreement!!  According to the ‘message’ above, the Germans have had a victory over The Netherlands! 
Naval custom  states that ‘The flying of two ensigns of two different countries, one above the other, on 
the same staff is a sign that the vessel concerned has been captured or has surrendered during wartime. 
The ensign flying in the inferior, or lower, position is that of the country the ship has been captured 
from: conversely, the ensign flying in the superior, or upper position, is that of the country that has 
captured the ship.’  

Navy Taking back its Relics from North Jersey Naval Museum 

About 100 antiques on loan from the Navy are being demanded back from the New Jersey Naval Museum in 
Hackensack N.J. to prevent further decay to them. This follows reports of the museum receiving an eviction notice 
from the former proprietors of The Record Newspaper. They share the anxiety of veterans whose story is contained in 
these historic relics, said the assistant director of collection management for the Naval History and Heritage Command, 
Jay Thomas. 



 

This step is difficult because sharing their Navy’s history is an important portion of their mission. But so is safeguarding 
the collection. Some of the artifacts include German and Japanese submarines as well as the Regulus 1 SSM-N-8A, the 
Navy’s first operational cruise missile. The location on the Hackensack River next to The Record’s long-time home is 
scheduled to be transformed into a retail development and mixed housing, NJ.com reported. 

This summer after a visit, The Naval History and Heritage Command found that artifacts were decaying due to poor 
environmental circumstances. A number of relics that were displayed outdoors had suffered acute degradation, officials 
said. The Navy resolved to take back the artifacts following the museum’s failure to furnish a thorough plan to move 
and conserve the relics. They will be returned to the Washington Navy Yard where they will be checked and receive 
needed repair. Source : SUBSIM 

Interesting – our Navy did it the other way! They took back the submarine and banned the volunteers 
just as it was about to come out for maintenance. Now, more than a year later, it stands locked and 
forlorn, slowly deteriorating on the synchrolift. 

South Africa fast becoming the preferred destination for major ship 
arrests 

At the recent annual Maritime Law Conference (MLA) held at Arabella in the Western Cape, various prominent 
government and international speakers took to the floor to debate and discuss national global maritime phenomena 
including inter alia; the progress in handling international oil spillages, port congestion, salvage and vessel arrests. 
Progress and unity was evident amongst the highly respected panel of speakers including Captain Rufus Lekala (TNPA 
Chief Harbour Master), Captain Alan Reid, representing P&I interests, Sobantu Tilayi (South African Maritime Safety 
Authority) and Dumisani Ntuli (Department of Transport) who spoke of enhanced engagement amongst each 
department and coordinated efforts to increase efficiencies. 

As the dramatic liquidation of the 7th largest shipping company in the world Hanjin unfolds, with 141 vessels up for 
grabs (97 container ships, 44 bulk carriers) and a further estimated value of US$14bn of cargo tied up globally as 
Hanjin ships remain idle, the audience turned its attention to speaker Ariella Kuper, MD of Clear Asset Pty Ltd. The 
company specializes in maritime auctions, principally judicial arrests and the discussion focused on economic factors 
that are dominating the international maritime scene.  

The overall sentiment is that we are seeing more pressure in the market as docking fees, crew repatriation and tail 
contracts are not being settled and more vessels are being taken to judicial auctions. The container vessel market 
remains under immense pressure with a record approximated 352 500 TEU ships currently sitting idle around the 
world. An estimated 25% of the world’s container capacity sits empty (according to recent statistics), whilst the Tanker 
market is estimated at 20% oversupplied and Dry Bulk 50% oversupplied.  



In early September, 7 large container ships were sent for demolition, bringing the total scrapped so far in 2016 to 83 
container vessels of 30,000 deadweight or larger (roughly 2,500+ TEU's*). Contributing market movements include 
major mines entering Care & Maintenance, influenced by weak commodity prices. Major players prefer to leave the 
resource below ground than trade it at a significant loss. This is exacerbated by low freight rates.  

In South Korea, debts owed have doubled in the last 5 years (2010 – 2015) with 3 major players suffering as a result 
of failed payments through ‘tail contracts’, i.e. majority of the payment gets delayed to the end. This was a mechanism 
to attract and secure new orders but retrospectively has been damaging to likes of Samsung (SHI), Daewoo (DSM) 
and Hyundai (HHI) as buyers fail to honour their payment commitments.  

In Europe, banks have taken draconian steps and are now looking to rather recover what they can than previous 
actions which helped to prop up clients with extended debt restructuring terms. HSH Nordbank alone plans to cap its 
shipping loan book at US$9 billion (previously they had in excess of US$30bn in ship loans), and they recently 
offloaded 250 vessels (equivalent to US$5.5bn sold of their distressed shipping portfolio).  

Commerzbank has stopped shipping loans altogether. African auction house, Clear Asset, exhibited strong results in 
the earlier sale of the arrested mv Sadan K and mv Zeynep K by Unicredit Bank - both 80,000 DWT container ships 
located in Durban. The ships were sold for a combined US$20m to a Greek buyer, after attracting global bidding 
interest from the likes of Singapore, Liberia and India.  

The company has again been nominated, this time by The High Court in Namibia, to dispose of the container vessel 
mv Maverick Guardian. The bank involved in this matter is Credit Suisse. Commenta Ariella Kuper, MD of Clear 
Asset, ‘’What is fast becoming evident is that due to South Africa’s Maritime Act, the specialist legal skills exhibited by 
likes of Bowmans, ENS, Webber Wentzel, Norton Rose, Shepstone & Wylie amongst others in this sphere and 
demonstrated capabilities to reach global players, Africa is quickly becoming a preferred destination for judicial arrests. 
The auction of the mv Maverick Guardian will take place on 10 Nov 2016 at 09h30 in Cape Town at Bowmans. 
Source : Cape Business News 

READER COMMENT 

“A bit confusing as it ends up suggesting a choice between 127mm gun (great for NGS but poor in AA) and a 57mm 
gun (great for AA but very poor for NGS) – surely the operational requirement will be more specific.” – so they will end 
up with a 76mm. 

My exact thought too. 

TAILPIECE 

Man blames Carnival Cruise Line for unsecured ladder 

A passenger is suing Carnival Corporation, d/b/a Carnival Cruise Line, a cruise ship company, alleging negligence and 
insufficient measures taken to prevent injuries. Paul Neal filed a complaint on Oct. 18 in the U.S. District Court for the 
Southern District of Florida Miami Division against the defendant, alleging that the cruise ship company failed to 
properly design or secure a bunk bed ladder to the floor or the frame of the bed.  

According to the complaint, the plaintiff alleges that on Nov. 13, 2015, he suffered a fall that caused him physical 
injuries due to the ladder not being properly secured. The plaintiff holds the defendant responsible for the alleged 
hazardous condition and failure to provide warning. The plaintiff seeks all damages, economic damages, medical 
expenses, all legal fees and interest, plus any other relief this court deems just. He is represented by John H. Hickey of 
Hickey Law Firm, P.A. in Miami. Source : flarecord 

Makes me glad I joined the ‘Grey Funnel Line’! If one of our ‘passengers’ did this he would have been 
clipped on the back of his head and told to check before climbing ladders etc or he would end up as a 
candidate for the Darwin Award! Most of us would be embarrassed if we fell and had not checked but 
these days it is seen as the next best thing to winning the lottery. 

AGS 


